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SMART INDIA HACKATHON FINALE 2019
HOSTED BY GITS, UDAIPUR
student volunteer for their support and
enthusiasm to host and make the event
such a success. Winning Team for
Problem Statement I is DeadSec from C
V Raman College of Engineering Bhubaneshwar, for Problem Statement
II is GauMitra IIT (ISM) - Dhanbad, for
Problem Statement III is Vision7718 from
College of Engineering – Pune and for
Problem Statement IV is The Spearheads
from Singhad Institute of Technology
and Science. These 4 Problem Statements
was given by ITC.
Winning Team for Problem Statement
I is Blitzkrieg from PES University-

Udaipur: The finale for the software
completion titled “The Smart India
Hackathon-2019” (An Initiative by Ministry
of Human Resource Development, Govt.
of India and AICTE, New Delhi successfully hosted by Geetanjali Institute
of Technical Studies, Udaipur on 2nd and
3'd March, 2019.The Inaugural commencedby
MHRD
Minister
Hon'bleShriPrakashJavadekarji by Video
address to all nodal centres. The on-site
hackathon at GITS commenced with ritual of lamp lighting by Director, chief guest
and guest.This year's at GITS for SIH
2019, 22 teams with a support of more
than 300 students and faculty members
was an event to reckon. The campus was
on full active mode for more than 40 hrs.

It was an initiative provide students with
the platform to address problems and
develop a solution for which Imperial
Tobacco Company of India Limited (ITC)
and Avalon Global Research knowledge
services pvt.Limited. (AGR) has given their
problem statements which were solved
at Nodal centre GITS, Udaipur.
The director GITS, Dr. VikasMisra
address the teams and empathised about
the importance of holding such programmes because it enables student to
understand the real world problems face
by industries and provides a platform to
students to tackle real life issues. The
SPOC Dr. AmitSinhal (Head CSE) briefed
about the participates about the infrastructure, facilities and the overall sched-

ule of event.A Team comprising 6 students and 2 mentors. They worked on
the solutions for nonstop 36 hours. During
the event, the participating teams were
evaluated by the jury panel at every interval of 8 hours (approx.).All the judges
from different company’s like ITC, AGR
Knowledge Services Pvt. Limited, V2
Solutions, Pyrotech, GKMIT etc evaluated the team’s performance and headed to Seminar Hall for the Final Price giving ceremony. The chief guest for the ceremony was Ms. Kavita Singh (Chief
People Officer, Hindustan Zinc Limted).
She congratulated college for being
selected as a part of this Nation wise event
and appreciated the efforts of the management, SPOC, faculty coordinator and

Bangalore and for Problem Statement II
is Code Blooded Innovators from Sardar
Patel Institute of Technology - Mumbai.
These 2 Problem Statements was given

by Avalon Global Research knowledge
services Pvt. Limited.The event also
included recreational activity such as
Zumba, Yoga and other recreational

OLD AGE HOME GOVIND LATA KUNJ
WILL BE WORLD-CLASS
He told that in order to stay in this old age, the registration
process will be started within one month. There is a provision
to construct up to 90 rooms in the future here. A modern dines
space has been built to provide fresh and pure food both times
to the senior citizens.
Keeping in view the future, there is also the provision of lift
on the premises. An assembly hall has been built on the first
floor, in which 100 seats have been arranged. Facilities of sports,
library, and TV etc. will be available every day in the old age
homes.
He said that yoga practice has been built on the ground
floor for a yoga practice. A separate arrangement of physiotherapy and beauty parlor will be made on the premises. In this
complex, laundry room and a beautiful garden room have been
constructed so that the generation can get fresh air, around
which a walking trek is also made.

Udaipur: Sadhvi Ms. Samahitsaid After the inauguration
of the Old Age Home GovindLataKunj, developed by the Gracias
Living Charitable Trust, near Dabok-based Cement Factory,
that she will reside here but will also the spread divine saying
from here but it seems the best place to stay here
She is of view that
SadhviSamhit, speaking in the spiritual sense, said that in
the latter half of life, should be only spiritual life, she gave her
vision of making GovindLataKunj a spiritual center.
Sadhvi said that this old age home has something special
in the architecture of the place where it is made and now it will
reside on its own and an effort will be made to make this spiritual center a world level.
Suresh Rathi of Trust said that people from 2 years to 100
years will be able to live in this spiritual center. These people
will not live like old age homes and live like spiritual life.

ARTHROSCOPIC TREATMENT OF
RECURRENT SHOULDER DISLOCATION IN GBH AMERICAN

Udaipur: Due to injury of the right shoulder of a young person he got recurrent shoulder dislocation since last one year
which was operated by Arthroscopy in GBH .
Group Director Dr.AnandJha said that Sanjay (18) resident
of Durgapur was injured in an accident a year back. at that time
his shoulder was hurt and since then he he had recurrent episodes
of shoulder dislocation. With this complaint family and Sanjay
consulted Arthroscopic and Joint replacement surgeon Dr
Suryakantpurohit at GBH AMERICAN Hospital.After getting MRI
it was found that the cushion that holds joint in place was damaged.
It is called LABRAL tear ( Bankart Lesion) in medical science. After that it was decided to conduct Arthroscopic surgery
with scope. according to Dr.Purohit necessary arrangements
were made for the Arthroscopic Bankart repair with anchor suturing technique.in this technique only through 2 or 3 tiny hole in
shoulder surgery was performed. After this surgery young patient
discharged within 24 hours and started doing his routine work
as before.This type of minimal invasive surgery possible only
in GBH AMERICAN Hospital.

52
Specially
abled couples tied
the knot at
‘32nd
Royal Mass
Udaipur: Narayan SevaSansthan
(NSS) - a charitable organisation that runs
hospital for surgeries on specially abled,
particularly for those who are suffering
from polio and by-birth disabilities. Narayan
SevaSansthan doubled the joy of marriage ceremony of 52 differently abled and
economically destitute couples by hosted this once in a lifetime celebration for
them.Chosen from different states of the
country by Narayan SevaSansthan, these
couples tied the knot in the two days’long
gala ceremony .
Narayan SevaSansthan has organised
over 30 such mass marriage programmes
successfully and has helped over 1,300
couples to start new innings of their married life with household routine appliances
and gifts in KanyaDaan. About 3000 family guests attended this mass marriage
and gave blessings to these couples.

In the wedding ceremony, 52 Pandit
pronounced mantras. Along with this, differently abled took the vow for Vedic
mantras with each other throughout life.
differently abled people considered God
as their witness and received the blessings of their parents. To start these new
couples with renewed life, all household
goods were also provided. Apart from this,
the accessories of the makeup were also
provided to the bride.
During this period, three Differently
abled were given tricycle, nearly half a
dozen ears of machine and calipers.Mr.
PrashantAgarwal, President, Narayan
SevaSansthansaid,
“Narayan
SevaSansthan is organizing DivyangVivah
since last 18 years.
Objective of all efforts of Narayan
SevaSansthan is to provide support to
differently-abled and underprivileged individuals so that we can bring them in the
mainstream of society.
We are always working towards
Divyang’s needs and not just only sup-

port them with medical surgeries, education and skill development but also take
care of their social needs like helping them
to find a life partner, supporting them to
set up their home and start the life.”A couple from Dhulia (Maharashtra), Jaya and
Deepak are getting married under this
extravaganza of mass marriage ceremony.
Both of them came to Narayan
SevaSansthan where Jaya’s family found
Deepak could be the best life partner for
her.
They approached Narayan
SevaSansthan to help on arranging their
marriage ceremony under ‘32nd Royal
Mass Wedding of Specially Abled &
Underprivileged Couples’.
Jaya and Deepak also obtained skill
development training from Narayan
SevaSansthan, which gave direction to
their careers. Jaya got the job as a painting teacher in a School run by an NGO
and Deepak has gained diploma in mobile
repairs and is now planning to start his
own venture.

activities so that participants could interact with the students and feel at home.Vote
of Thanks was given by Dr. AmitSinhal
(Head CSE).

Young Nirmal Upadhyay
wildlife Photographer...
Highly Praised
- Ashok Mathur If adults can attain great heights, why can young boys not
go higher.
This has been amply proved by 11 year old Niryam of 5th
class, student of Maharana Mewar VidyaMandir Udaipur. On
display are his 54 excellent photographs of 36 different bird
species in an exhibition at Bagore Ki Haveli Udaipur. The exhibition was inaugurated by SuhelMajboor DCF Wildlife (Adm)
Udaipur. Niryam who is the member of Young Bird Watchers
group of Udaipur, formed by Forest Dept. started photography
of wildlife and natural scenes as early as 2014. At a very early

age he became active in the field of bird watching and was
able to recogniseteristrial and migratory birds. His photographs have been displayed during the Udaipur bird festival
for the last 2 cosecitive years. He has been participating in bird
watching training programme of the Forest Department from
2018. Under the guidance of expert birders of the Forest
Department excursions for study on wetands, teristrial areas,
forest areas, are being organised in which he has his assured
participation and presence as the Youngest Birder and guide
to others. He has the distinction of being the youngest trainee
in the group. he has won the first prize in MY BEST SHOT
YOUNG PHOTOGRAPHER competition. This exhibition was
organised under the guidance of Mr. ArunSoni.The exhibition
turned out to be a major success as it had an expression of
wonder on every visitors face. Indian and foreign visitors greatly appreciated the classy
shots displayed. The photographs were the ones that Nirayam
had taken during his visits to.... Ranthambore National
Park,Sajjangarh sanctuary, Jaisamand sanctuary,
PhulwarikiNaal sanctuary, Kumbhalgarh sanctuary and many
otherwetlands and forest areas. This exhibition was supported and visited by JhumarGehlot founder Maharana Mewar
VidyaMandir, wildlife photographers DevenderShrimali,
SharadAgarwal, Vijender Kumar, RC Upadhyay, Kendrika Gaur,
SumanJodha, Twinkle Devda, Kanishk, Sonam, Ashish and
Sandeep.
"He is an inspiration to many elderly and young age group
people. It is an immense pleasure listening him while he explains
his achievements in photography...."
SUHEL MAJBOOR DCF WILDLIFE ADMINISTRATION
UDAIPUR

